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Teacher(s) involved Florenci Sales Vilalta 

Key words Forces, Running, CLIL 

 

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT 
Many students have problems with scientific subjects as they often do not see a practical application of what they study. Most of them think 
Science is an isolated subject from real life. On the other end, Physical Education is often seen as a completely practical subject, where 
physical exercises are done without being aware that some basic Physics laws can optimize our effort. 
Therefore, the project tries to engage the students in practical activities about the Forces in Trail Running, experimenting on themselves the 
advantages of knowing the scientific background behind each action. 
 
 

The driving question: Do we move the Earth when we run? 

 

GOALS HOW DO YOU KNOW STUDENTS ARE MAKING PROGRESS? 
(assessment criteria) 

1. Describe orally real examples of Newton’s Third 
Law “Action and Reaction” 

1. They can read and understand Newton’s Laws of Motion. They can explain them and 
give real examples to another pupils. 
 
2. They can prepare schemes to show the forces on a runner. 
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2. Draw a scheme of the forces acting when a 
person is running, first on a flat surface and, second, 
on an inclined plane. 
3. Calculate the value of these forces and the 
resultant force. 
4.  Prepare an infographic to show and explain the 
forces that appear in different situations on a runner. 
5. Present this work to Primary School pupils. 

3. They can calculate the value of the forces and the resultant force. 
4.  They can edit a poster to summarise what they have learnt and they can present it to 
another pupils. 

 

PRODUCT/S 
Product: infographic to be shared at school hallways, school websites and the local magazine. 
Service: giving a lesson to primary school students 

 
 

CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS 
Link your project to the curriculum 

SPECIFIC COMPETENCES AND KEY CONTENTS  
Subject-matter curriculum Foreign language curriculum 

- Entendre les Lleis de Newton i relacionar-les amb examples reals. 
- Identificar totes les forces que actúen sobre un cos. 
- Resoldre situacions des d’un punt de vista dinàmic que 

C1, C2, C4,  C8 
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involucren plans inclinats i horitzontals.  

 
 
 
 

 
 

21st CENTURY COMPETENCES 
Collaboration x Information, media and technology x 

Communication x Leadership & Responsability  

Critical Thinking and Problem Solving x Initiative & Self-direction  

Creativity & Innovation x Social & Cross-cultural  

Others:  
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KEY COMPETENCES 
Communicative, linguistic and audiovisual competence x Digital competence x 

Mathematical competence x Social and civic competence  

Interaction with the physical world competence x Learning to learn competence x 

Cultural & artistic competence  Personal initiative and entrepreneurship competence x 

 

CONTENTS (Knowledge and Skills) 
TOPIC-RELATED KNOWLEDGE TOPIC-RELATED SKILLS 

1. Forces and Newton’s Laws of motion. 
2. Resultant force 
3. Drag force 

 
 

 
1. Analyze the forces generated during running 
2. Resultant force: describe balanced and unbalanced 

forces 
3. Draw the forces when running uphill and downhill 
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CONTENT-OBLIGATORY LANGUAGE 
 

Force, push, pull, exert, upwards, downwards, backwards, forwards, balanced, adding, vector, size, direction, resultant force, rest, 
moving, constant speed, action , reaction, drag, friction, inclined plane, component, uphill, downhill 

 

The force of your/the …. on your/the …. / The force exerted by …. / The forces are balanced/equal/no resultant force … / Adding 
forces / The size of the force is … and the direction of the force is … / the component of the force ... 

 

 

PERSONAL & EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
 

 Make the effort to participate in class 

 Give the best of yourself 
 Evidence there is progress and reflection on your learning process 

 Collaborative work awareness 

 

 

MATERIALS & RESOURCES 
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Physics for you (Revised National Curriculum Edition for GSCE). Keith Johnson. 2001 edition. Nelson Thornes (UK). Pages 73-81 
(1st Law), 92-99 (3rd Law), 130-143 (2nd Law). (Newton’s Laws of Motion) 

http://www.schoolphysics.co.uk/age16-19/Mechanics/Dynamics/ (Dynamics) 

https://app.box.com/s/z9tegj7z1cjkhljwf271z187s8eprrke (Dynamics and Trail running) 

http://www.real-world-physics-problems.com/physics-of-running.html (Physics and Running) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_coefficient (Friction with air) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Body_surface_area (Friction with air) 
http://piktochart.com/, https://www.canva.com/ (Infographic editors) 

Extension materials 

https://trailflow.co/tag/physics-of-running/ (Newton’s Laws) 

https://runnersconnect.net/hill-running-form/ (Dynamics and Trail Running) 

http://www.schoolphysics.co.uk/age16-19/Medical%20physics/text/Walking_/index.html (Dynamics and Trail Running) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gg5_8l30tuI (Dynamics and Trail Running) 
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http://www.scienceofrunning.com/2010/08/how-to-run-running-with-proper.html
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COMMENTS 
 

 Heterogeneous distribution of the students to have balanced and multi-skilled workgroups that encourage cooperative work 

 Positive feedback to foster students’ learning process 

 Teacher’s follow up of the group work 

 Teacher becomes a facilitator, another resource for the student 
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· UNIT OVERVIEW · 

S Activities Content-obligatory Language Timing 

R/S/L/W/
I 

Skills 
 

Interaction 
T-S 
S-S 

S-Expert 
S-World 

CMC 
 

Assessment 
Peer assessment 
Self-assessment 

Teacher assessment 
... 

1 

Present the project with 

an activation image 

The force of your/the …. on 
your/the …. / The force exerted 

by …. 

Force, push, pull, exert, 
upwards, downwards, 
backwards, forwards 

Weight, the tension in the rope 
holding the man,  

15’ L, S, I T-S x  

Workgroups 

arrangement 
 15’ S, I S-S   
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The teacher divides the 

students in groups per skills. 

The students choose 

themselves the workgroups 

including 4 different skills in 

each group (captain, speaker, 

recorder, technician). 

The captain of each assigns 

the roles to the members of 

the group  

Read and understand 

the Newton’s Laws of 

Motion 

 30’ R, S T-S, S-S   

2 

Prepare the presentation 

of the Newton’s Laws of 

Motion 

The students choose 

themselves the ICT tool used 

for the presentation 

The force of your/the …. on 
your/the …. / The force exerted 

by …. 

Force, push, pull, exert, 
upwards, downwards, 

backwards, forwards,  action , 
reaction 

30’ R, S T-S, S-S x  
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Weight, the tension in the rope 
holding the man,  

 

Describe orally real 

examples to their 

classmates with the help of 

the digital presentation on the 

back (DO NOT READ!) 

The force of your/the …. on 
your/the …. / The force exerted 

by …. 

Force, push, pull, exert, 
upwards, downwards, 

backwards, forwards,  action , 
reaction 

Weight, the tension in the rope 
holding the man,  

 

30’ L, S S-S x 

Peer assessment 

Teacher 

assessment 

3 

Draw a scheme of the 
forces acting when a 
person is running, first 
on a flat surface and, 
second, on an inclined 
plane 

The force exerted by …. / the 
direction of the force is … / the 

component of the force … 

vector, size, direction, action , 
reaction, drag, friction, 

inclined plane, component, 
uphill, downhill 

Weight 

60’ R/S/W T-S, S-S x  

4 
Finish the previous 
activity “Draw a scheme 
...” 

 30’ R/S/W T-S, S-S x 
Teacher 

assessment 
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Calculate the value of 
the individual forces 
(including the drag 
force) and the resultant 
force 

The force exerted by …. / The 
forces are balanced/equal/no 

resultant force … / Adding 
forces / The size of the force is 

… and the direction of the 
force is … / the component of 

the force ... 

 balanced, adding, vector, size, 
direction, resultant force, rest, 

moving, constant speed, 
action , reaction, drag, friction, 

inclined plane, component, 
uphill, downhill 

Weight 

30’ R/S/W T-S, S-S x  

5 
Finish the previous 
activity “Calculate the 
value …” 

 60’ R/S/W T-S, S-S x 
Peer and Teacher 

assessment 

6 

Prepare an infographic to 
show and explain the 
forces that appear in 
different situations on a 
runner 

All the previous language  60’ S/W T-S, S-S x 
 

 

 
7 

Finish the previous 
activity “Prepare and 
infographic …” 

 30’ S/W T-S, S-S x Peer assessment 
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Spare time for delayed 
tasks  

 30’     

Last 

Present orally the 
infographic to Primary 
School  pupils 

All the previous language 30’ S S-S  
Self- Assessment 

 

Listen to the Primary 

School outcomes of 

their GEP1 project 

 30’ L S-S   
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TEACHING MATERIALS 
 

LINK TO FOLDER 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1gfJQWCj1bZWFrdjO4AcGgmQp1sCP8L4A?usp=sharing 

 

Task 1. Activation Image 

Task 2. Workgroups arrangement 

Task 3. Newton’s Laws of Motion 

Task 4. Forces when Running 

Task 5. Forces when Running - Infographic 

Assessment 

 

 
  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1gfJQWCj1bZWFrdjO4AcGgmQp1sCP8L4A?usp=sharing
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SESSION 1  
TASK 1. ACTIVATION IMAGE 

Present the project with an activation image. 

Project these images with the beamer and ask the question to the students: “Which forces can you point out?” 

They group in pairs (next to each other) and they think about it for 5 minutes. 

Then, each pair gives their answers to the whole group. 

 

Activation image: 

Physics for you (Revised National Curriculum Edition for GSCE). Keith Johnson. 2001 edition. Nelson Thornes (UK). Page 72. 

 

 

LANGUAGE SUPPORT 

The force of your/the …. on your/the ….  

The force exerted by …. air friction/gravity/spring/rope tension 

The ….. pushing/pulling … upwards/downwards/backwards/forwards 

Weight is the force of gravity ….. is balanced by …two forces acting 
 

  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1mD2Ec_weoTFqV9aB4awDXqSFBIZ4e_Lu
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SESSION 1 

TASK 2. WORKGROUPS ARRANGEMENT 
The teacher divides the students in 4 groups per skills in Physics and English (in cooperation with the English teacher of this 
group).  

 

Physics 1st Batxillerat INS La Sénia 
 

Level A students are the captains and they choose their team of 4 members, including one student from each level. 

 

They have to assign one different role to each member: 

Captain coordinates the group    

Speaker speaks for the group    

Recorder writes down/collects all the info created  
Technician gets the materials to carry on the project  

 

Therefore, they have to take this into account when they choose the members to form the group. 
  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b4gWMrcDRhppECqQt7n37msMuXbbSHV_/view?usp=sharing
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SESSION 2 

TASK 3. NEWTON’S LAWS OF MOTION 
 

Text for the students. 

Read and understand the following texts about the Newton’s Laws of Motion. 

Physics for you (Revised National Curriculum Edition for GSCE). Keith Johnson. 2001 edition. Nelson Thornes (UK). Pages 73-81 

(1st Law), 92-99 (3rd Law), 130-143 (2nd Law). 

Choose one Newton’s Law and a practical example of it. Publish the idea on the Padlet. Do not repeat the others’ ideas. 

Prepare a brief oral presentation of 3-4 minutes of duration. 

Edit an infographic as a background support of the presentation (Canva, Piktochart). Upload the image on the Padlet as well. 

Perform the presentation to your classmates with the help of the digital image on the back. 

 

Infographic editors: 

http://piktochart.com/ 

https://www.canva.com/ 

 

LANGUAGE SUPPORT 

The force of your/the …. on your/the ….  

The force exerted by …. air friction/gravity/spring/rope tension 

The ….. pushing/pulling … upwards/downwards/backwards/forwards 

Weight is the force of gravity ….. is balanced by …two forces acting 

It is moving at a constant/non-constant speed …  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r8LDCcKknJ4HLQsSKFaKLRuuBi87-0pi/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r8LDCcKknJ4HLQsSKFaKLRuuBi87-0pi/view?usp=sharing
https://padlet.com/florencisales2/2hknh29c82yi
https://padlet.com/florencisales2/2hknh29c82yi
http://piktochart.com/
https://www.canva.com/
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It is at rest … 

The action/reaction forces … are equal and opposite 

When the forces are unbalanced … resultant force … 

Acceleration … proportional to … the force 

 
ASSESSEMENT 

 
Peer assessment and teacher assessment checklist. 
 

CHECKLIST 

They have … 

o published the idea on the Padlet 

o published the background support on the Padlet 

o presented one Newton’s Law 

o explained one real example of it 

o used an infographic to support the presentation 
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SESSIONS 3, 4 and 5 

TASK 4. FORCES WHEN RUNNING 
 

Text for the students. 

Answer the following questions in a Word file. Use the equations editor or the Excel spreadsheet if it is necessary. 

Which forces are exerted when we run? 

First, we need to state some assumptions about the running process. 

 Each foot contacts the ground and is pushed by a reaction force (Newton’s Third Law of Motion) which impulses the body 

along a parabolic trajectory until the opposite foot strikes the ground 

 The vertical component of the impulsive force at the instant the foot leaves the ground is equal to the horizontal force so as 

to reach maximum range 

Second, answer the questions below: 

1. Draw a scheme of the forces acting on a runner who runs on a flat surface. Calculate the forces. You can find additional info 

in this link: 

http://www.real-world-physics-problems.com/physics-of-running.html [05/03/18] 

Consider the air resistance force as well. Read these links to sort it out: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_coefficient [05/03/18] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Body_surface_area [05/03/18] 

2. Why both the vertical and the horizontal components of the force are equal? Watch this simulation which shows the relation 

between the launch angle and the range:  

http://www.real-world-physics-problems.com/physics-of-running.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_coefficient
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Body_surface_area
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3. http://www.animations.physics.unsw.edu.au/mechanics/chapter2_projectiles.html [05/03/18] 

4. Open the GPS track of your race. Calculate the force that your body exerts during a flat section of your race 

5. Study the uphill part of the race. Calculate the grade percent incline and the inclination angle of each part. Learn about 

grades, slopes and angles:  

http://www.1728.org/gradient.htm [05/03/18] 

6. Do activity 1 again but on the inclined surface of activity 4. Calculate the forces. Draw out some conclusions 

7. Study the downhill part of the race. Calculate the grade percent decline and the declination angle of each part 

8. Do activity 1 again but on the inclined surface of activity 6. Calculate the forces. Draw out some conclusions 

 

If you need to revise the basics of Dynamics, click on the following link: 

http://www.schoolphysics.co.uk/age16-19/Mechanics/Dynamics/ [05/03/18] 

 

LANGUAGE SUPPORT 

 

The force of your/the …. on your/the ….  

The force exerted by …. air friction/gravity/spring/rope tension 

The ….. pushing/pulling … upwards/downwards/backwards/forwards 

Weight is the force of gravity ….. is balanced by …two forces acting 

It is moving at a constant/non-constant speed …  

It is at rest … 

The action/reaction forces … are equal and opposite 

When the forces are unbalanced … resultant force … 

http://www.animations.physics.unsw.edu.au/mechanics/chapter2_projectiles.html
http://www.1728.org/gradient.htm
http://www.schoolphysics.co.uk/age16-19/Mechanics/Dynamics/
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Acceleration … proportional to … the force 

Adding forces … the component of the force ... 

The size of the force is … and the direction of the force is …   

The size of the vector …. Direction …. resultant force 

At rest … moving at constant speed 

The force of action/reaction/drag/friction … 

When running uphill/downhill … inclined plane 
 

ASSESSEMENT 

 
Teacher assessment checklist and feedback. 
 
CHECKLIST 
 
They have proposed … 

o the runner’s force on the ground 

o the reaction from the ground 

o the runner’s weight 

o the air resistance 

o the optimal pushing force has an angle of 45⁰ 

 
Peer assessment and Teacher assessment checklist. 
 
They have calculated correctly … 
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o the runner’s force on the ground 

o the reaction from the ground 

o the runner’s weight 

o the air resistance 

o the final resultant force 
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SESSIONS 6, 7 and 8 

TASK 5. FORCES WHEN RUNNING - INFOGRAPHIC 
 

Text for the students. 

 

As a summary of the project, prepare an infographic to show the forces that appear in the different situations on a runner 

(Piktochart, Canva). 

http://piktochart.com/ 

https://www.canva.com/ 

Here there are two examples of infographics related with running 

https://www.justrunlah.com/jrl_gallery/running-infographics/ [05/03/18] 

https://www.freepik.es/vector-gratis/infografia-de-corredor-en-diseno-plano_834819.htm [05/03/18] 

 

Finally, make an oral presentation of the infographic to the Primary School students. 

 

LANGUAGE SUPPORT 

 

The force of your/the …. on your/the ….  

The force exerted by …. air friction/gravity/spring/rope tension 

The ….. pushing/pulling … upwards/downwards/backwards/forwards 

Weight is the force of gravity ….. is balanced by …two forces acting 

It is moving at a constant/non-constant speed …  

http://piktochart.com/
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.justrunlah.com/jrl_gallery/running-infographics/
https://www.freepik.es/vector-gratis/infografia-de-corredor-en-diseno-plano_834819.htm
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It is at rest … 

The action/reaction forces … are equal and opposite 

When the forces are unbalanced … resultant force … 

Acceleration … proportional to … the force 

Adding forces … the component of the force ... 

The size of the force is … and the direction of the force is …   

The size of the vector …. Direction …. resultant force 

At rest … moving at constant speed 

The force of action/reaction/drag/friction … 

When running uphill/downhill … inclined plane 
 

 

ASSESSEMENT 

 

Peer and self-assessment rubric.  
 
RUBRIC 

 Need to improve  
(1 point) 

Meets 
expectations 
(2 points) 

Outsatnding! 
(3 points) 

TYPE The type of 
infographic does 
not matches the 
information 
presented 

The type of 
infographic 
represents de 
content but 
another one 

Specific to the 
goal. Informs and 
catches the 
attention of the 
viewer 
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would lead to 
more clarity 

OBJECTS Too many 
different types of 
objects makes 
hard to 
understand 

Some objects are 
repeated but it 
does not seem to 
include enough to 
make it clear 

They are 
repeated to 
support various 
data points and 
make it easy and 
clear 

DATA 
VISUALIZATIONS 

Other data 
visualization 
should be 
chosen to help 
the viewer 

The data format 
chosen helps the 
viewer but no to a 
high extent  

The data format 
chosen highlights 
the data 
presented to 
understand the 
information 

FONTS The fonts make 
the text almost 
unreadable 

The infographic 
includes several 
fonts and/or they 
do not seem to be 
related with the 
topic 

The selection 
includes an 
appropriate font 
to make the text 
readable 

Infographic rubric: 

https://www.pinterest.es/pin/213921051023030723/ [05/03/18] 

 

https://www.pinterest.es/pin/213921051023030723/

